Evacuation Centre and Transitory Site Population, Cagayan de Oro

Locations, status and population of Evacuation Centres (ECs) and Transitory Sites (TSs) in Cagayan de Oro City municipality, as at 22nd January 2012
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ECs, existing

Centre Name | PCODE | Population
--- | --- | ---
Bulua Brgy. Hall Covered Court | 0403050301 | 266
Bulua City Central School Gym | 0403050304 | 620
City Central Elementary School Gym | 1035040320 | 38
City Central School | 0403050391 | 1540
Conception Covered Court | 0403050191 | 160
Iponan Multi-Purpose Hall | 0403050124 | 773
Iponan Church (Iponan EC) | 1035040310 | 165
Iponan Covered Court | 0403050130 | 230
Kauswagan Covered Court | 0403050310 | 245
Macasanding Elementary School Grounds | 0403050151 | 290
Macasanding Brgy Hall (Covered Court) | 0403050161 | 38
Macasanding Elementary School | 0403050141 | 30
Macasanding Brgy Hall (Covered Court) | 0403050162 | 1062
Macasandig Brgy Hall (Covered Court) | 0403050171 | 78
Macasandig Covered Court | 0403050172 | 78
Macasandig Elementary and National High School | 0403050173 | 78
Mandumol Evacuation Center | 0403050183 | 160

(*) exact location to be verified, not shown on map
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